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Abstract: Advanced computing systems embed spintronic gadgets to beautify the leakage performance of 
traditional CMOS systems. High pace, low strength, and countless staying energy are crucial houses of 
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), a spintronic tool, which assures its use in recollections and exact 
judgment circuits. This paper affords a PentaMTJ-based totally logic gate, which affords easy cascading, 
self-referencing, less voltage headroom problem in pre-fee feel amplifier and low vicinity overhead 
contrary to offer MTJ-based completely gates. PentaMTJ is used right here because it affords confident 
disturbance-free analyzing and improved tolerance to system versions together with compatibility with 
CMOS system. The top judgment gate is hooked up via using simulation at the forty-five-nm generation 
node the usage of a Verilog A model of the PentaMTJ. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
While most current computing technologies 
employ Si complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) transistors and the 
accompanying CMOS appropriate judgment own 
family, opportunity devices and commonplace feel 
families show off big standard overall performance 
advantages. Though heretofore impractical, diode 
commonplace sense allows for the execution of 
commonplace experience circuits that are faster, 
smaller, and burn up much less energy than 
traditional architectures. In this paper, magneto 
resistive semiconductor hetero junctions are used to 
provide the primary complete logic circle of 
relatives based entirely on diodes. We make use of 
the diode magneto resistance states to create a 
binary common feel family primarily based totally 
on immoderate and occasional currents wherein a 
whole range of commonplace experience functions 
is achieved. The diode is used as a transfer via 
manipulating its magneto resistance with modern-
day-sporting wires that generate magnetic fields. 
Using this tool form, we gift basis suitable 
judgment elements and complex circuits which 
encompass as few as 10% of the gadgets required 
of their conventional CMOS counterparts. This 
diode suitable judgment family is consequently a 
captivating capacity replacement for CMOS 
generation as Si scaling reaches its inherent limits. 
Continued discount in transistor length has 
furnished the technological basis for marked circuit 
performance enhancements, making viable billion 
transistor integrated circuits running at gigahertz 
frequencies. This approach calls for only the loose 
layer magnetization to be reversed for a write 
operation. We additionally test out In Plane 
Anisotropy (IPA) and Perpendicular-to-Plane 
Anisotropy (PPA) variations of the proposed 
device. This paper affords a three-terminal 
Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) and its associated 
transistor cell form for use as a Spin Torque 
Transfer Magneto resistive Random Access 
Memory (STT-MRAM) mobile. The proposed 
cellular is verified to have guaranteed observe-
disturbance immunity; in some unspecified time in 
the future of a have a look at operation, the internet 
torque performing at the garage cell always acts in 
a course to refresh the statistics stored in the 
mobile. 
 
Fig.2.1. Block diagram of logic gates using 
PentaMTJ. 
II. PREVIOUS STUDY 
This paper provides a three-terminal Magnetic 
Tunnel Junction (MTJ) and its related transistor 
cellular structure for use as a Spin Torque Transfer 
Magneto resistive Random Access Memory (STT-
MRAM) mobile. The proposed cell is verified to 
have guaranteed have a look at-disturbance 
immunity; throughout a look at the operation, the 
net torque acting on the garage cell constantly acts 
in a course to refresh the facts stored within the 
cell. A simulation observe is then completed to 
compare the deserves of the proposed device closer 
to a traditional 1- Transistor-1-MTJ (1T1MTJ) 
mobile, in addition to a differential 2-Transistor 2-
MTJ (2T2MTJ) mobile. We moreover have a look 
at In-Plane Anisotropy (IPA) and Perpendicular-to-
Plane Anisotropy (PPA) variations of the proposed 
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device. Simulation results affirm that the proposed 
tool offers disturbance-free examine operation 
while still supplying great overall performance 
blessings over the conventional 1T1MTJ cellular in 
terms of common access time. The proposed 
cellular additionally indicates superior average 
overall performance to the 2T2MTJ cellular, in 
particular, while the cells are focused for read-
normally applications. 
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Progress on Magneto resistive Random Access 
Memory (MRAM) based totally on Magnetic 
Tunnel Junctions (MTJ). We have hooked up MTJ 
fabric within the 1–one thousand okay- m2 range 
with MR values above forty%. The switching 
characteristics are particularly governed by the way 
of the magnetic form anisotropy that arises from 
the detail limitations. The switching repeatability, 
similarly to hard axis pick out capacity, is proven to 
be relying on each shape and thing ratio. MTJ 
reminiscence factors were successfully included in 
0.6 m CMOS generation, attaining look at and 
application address get proper of access to 
instances of 14 ns in a 256 2 MRAM. Magneto 
resistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) 
primarily based on the integration of Magnetic 
Tunnel Junction (MTJ) and CMOS has the ability 
to be aggressive with modern semiconductor 
memories. Key attributes of MRAM era are no 
volatility and infinite take a look at and write 
patience. In addition, it is anticipated that MRAM 
needs to carry out at the high tempo and coffee 
voltage, with similar densities. Controlling the 
resistance uniformity, switching behaviour of 
magnetic bits, and integration of MTJ with CMOS 
are a number of the crucial element demanding 
situations to the successful implementation of this 
period. 
 
Fig.3.1. Circuit diagram of 3-bit Gray counter 
using PentaMTJ. 
A magnetic-tunnel-junction (MTJ) detail has been 
broadly studied for facts garage packages. An MTJ 
element additionally can be used to compute 
Boolean skills and keep the output end result. A 
magneto commonplace sense device based totally 
on this MTJ detail can represent sequential logic 
skills further to combinational proper judgment. 
The counter is one of the most often used 
sequential good judgment blocks in digital good 
judgment systems. In this paper, a unique 
architecture of a 3- bit gray counter based totally on 
magneto logic factors is offered. It is shown that 
ten MTJ factors with complementary steel-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) circuits for the sense 
amplifier and writing-modern-day driving force 
may want to make a 3- bit gray counter. HSPICE 
simulation effects are offered to verify the 
capability of the proposed circuits. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The contemplated binary code also referred to as 
Gray code after Frank Gray, is a binary numeral 
machine wherein successive values range in the 
high-quality one-bit binary digit. The pondered 
binary code comes to be, to begin with, designed to 
save you spurious output from electromechanical 
switches. Today, Gray codes are broadly used to 
facilitate blunders correction in digital 
communications which encompass digital 
terrestrial TV and a few cable TV systems. Many 
devices recommend characteristic thru remaining 
and beginning switches. If that tool makes use of 
herbal binary codes, positions 3 and 4 are next to 
every different however all three bits of the binary 
illustration distinction. The trouble with natural 
binary codes is that, with physical, mechanical 
switches, it's far not possible that switches will 
trade states precisely in synchrony. In the transition 
many of the states shown above, all 3 switches 
trade kingdom. 
 
Fig.4.1. Simulation results. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The attractive capabilities of MTJ/PentaMTJ-based 
CMOS common sense are the low static strength, 
quick interconnect delay, and powerful power 
gating because of no volatility. PentaMTJ-based 
logic decreases the vicinity overhead via removing 
the intermediate circuitry wished for conversion of 
voltage to modern or current to voltage. Moreover, 
no initial circumstance is required for acting the 
common sense operation and self-referencing 
property removes the extra MTJs used for 
referencing. PentaMTJ additionally presents 
assured disturbance-free analyzing and expanded 
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tolerance to system versions due to its differential 
nature. 
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